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Summary



Turning to a witch to save a loved one's life is one of the riskier gambles a person can take,

but it's one that's arguably noble and brave. Falling in love with the witch, though—now

that's just foolish.



Notes



set during an imaginary, non-specific season

inspired by this awesome post (slightly spoilery)



Every child grows up knowing the signs of a witch's house. They learn them the way they learn

to look both ways before crossing a street, to not take candy from strangers, and how if they ever

get lost they should stay put right where they are. Zhenya, as a boy, was no different. He and his

brother memorized every childhood mnemonic rhyme and singsong phrase that taught the signs

and warnings, and they dutifully promised their mama that if they ever came across a witch's

property they'd stay well clear.

Garden in light, you'll be all right; garden in shade, a price to be paid.

Witches are only dangerous if you offend them. They keep to themselves, and if you leave them



Witches are only dangerous if you offend them. They keep to themselves, and if you leave them

alone they'll return the favor. But trespass on their land, or steal from their magic gardens that

grow in the deepest shade, or break their heart, and you can count on retribution threefold. Safer

just to give them a wide berth.

Zhenya knows all this. Yet here he stands anyway, at the foot of the gate of what is unmistakably

a witch's house.

"This is a bad idea," says Flower, sounding strangely satisfied at the prospect. "So stupid.

Maybe," he adds cheerfully, "the stupidest idea I've ever been part of."

"Yes," Zhenya agrees, because there isn't really anything else to say. It is stupid, and dangerous,

and he's doing it anyway.

"You sure you wanna pick this one? We could find a different witch-house. I know at least one

other in Pittsburgh."

Zhenya studies the house with a speculative eye. It's a neat, unassuming place, small and simple,

easily overlooked next to the splendor of the tall, graceful forest protectively twined around it,

blocking much of it from view. A little ways in front of the house, much more noticeable, the

telltale shaded garden is clearly—perhaps proudly—displayed with long grow boxes all in a row,

rich greenery spilling out beneath the shadows.

"This one fine," he shrugs. It's not as if it matters. He needs a witch, and he's not in a position to

be picky.

"All right, big guy. Your choice." Flower surveys the place. "I think I like this one, anyway. A

little bit it reminds me of the house of the witch who turned me into a sunflower when I was a

kid." He turns a grin on Zhenya. "Hey, I ever tell you about the time I was turned into a

sunflower?"

"You tell me five hundred times," Zhenya says absently, more focused on scanning what can be

seen of the house's windows for movement—a shadow against a pane, a twitch of curtains.

There's nothing.

"Yeah, well, it's a good story. She stuck me in a pot and gave me back to my mom with watering

instructions. Not many people can say that happen to them before."

"You lucky witch so nice, only make sunflower spell last for couple of days," Zhenya says, like

he's said five hundred times before. Most kids who stole blackberries from a witch's bramble

would've ended up much worse—or their parents would've.

"Yep," Flower agrees readily. "After I turned back, my mom made me bake the witch a pie to say

sorry. Make sure there's no grudge left over, you know?"

Zhenya grunts. "Smart."

"Yeah." Flower glances over. "So, you ready to go in and be the stupid boys our parents didn't

raise us to be, or should we stall some more?"

"Fuck you," Zhenya returns, and he pushes the gate open and takes a step inside.

He's half expecting to get turned into a toad on the spot, but nothing happens. The wind just slips

curiously through the trees and a deep-black bird quietly takes flight.

"So far so good," Flower says, following him in.



"Don't steal anything."

"C'mon, I was a kid! And I learned my lesson."

They take a winding path deeper into the grove, where the witch's house awaits. The back of

Zhenya's neck prickles.

In the cool shade of the trees, on either side of the path, he sees all manner of herbs growing

wherever they please: bright sprigs of rosemary, secretive clumps of thyme, and many he has no

name for. He minds his step carefully.

As they reach the stone steps leading up to the little pale house, Flower abruptly snatches Zhenya's

elbow.

"Geno," he whispers. "Do you see?" He meaningfully lifts his eyes skyward, and Zhenya

follows his gaze up.

Perched on the gnarled branch of an oak tree that's nestled right up against the side of the house, a

silky black cat watches them with unnerving eyes.

Zhenya swallows.

"Hello," he says in as friendly a voice as he can manage. The cat blinks. Sincerely admiring, but

also because it's smart, he adds, "Very gorgeous fur. Thank you for let us see you." Being

allowed to see a witch's familiar up close is not something to be taken for granted—not if you're

looking to stay curse-free.

The cat tilts their head.

"Not here to steal or be trouble," Zhenya continues, holding his hands up palms-out to show

they're empty. "Just have question to ask your witch. Okay for us to knock on door?"

Nimbly, the cat leaps from the branch and lands at their feet, still fixing them with an unwavering

gaze. Flower subtly tenses, and Zhenya fights to keep his expression pleasant and free of the

nervousness thrumming through him.

The cat circles them once, twice. And then the world shifts, Zhenya's grasp on how exactly it

happens sliding sideways out of his mind, and suddenly the cat is a man.

Flower hisses in surprise. Foolishly gaping, Zhenya can only stutter out, "You're not witch

familiar."

"No," the man says, eyes sharp and smile slight. "I'm not."

The man—the witch himself, surely—is shorter than either of them, but he probably outweighs

Flower by a good fifteen pounds in muscle. He's toned and solid, and he carries himself with the

confidence of someone who knows their own body well. He's dressed simply and not much like

Zhenya expected witches to dress. Loose sweat pants that still don't conceal the power in his

well-muscled legs and a plain white tee-shirt are all he wears. His feet are bare in the dirt where

he stands. His eyes are dark and warm and watchful, and his dark brown hair is just long enough

to show a teasing of curl.

Unbothered by Zhenya's scrutiny, the witch crosses his arms and says, "You have a question for

me? Must be pretty important if you risked crossing a witch's gate to ask it."

"Very important," Zhenya agrees, gut clenched. Only desperation has brought him here.



The witch's eyes narrow curiously, and for a moment he doesn't speak. His gaze burns into

Zhenya's like he's searching deep into his soul for answers Zhenya doesn't even know himself.

Zhenya holds very still and prays he's not about to get zapped to dust. The witch looks away.

"You'd better come inside, then," he says, turning. He disappears into the house, leaving the door

open behind him.

Zhenya and Flower swap apprehensive looks.

"Got your back," Flower whispers, and Zhenya makes his feet carry him inside.

The witch's garden, he finds, extends indoors as well. The inside of the house is filled with plants:

vines tumbling out of hanging planters, mint and basil growing along shelves on every wall, every

available space filled.

He toes his shoes off and makes Flower do the same.

"In the kitchen," the witch calls. Zhenya follows the voice down the hallway into a cool-colored

kitchen teeming with plant life. The witch stands at the counter, pouring coffee.

"Sit down," he gestures towards the four-chair wooden table. "Coffee?"

They nod, because refusing drink from a witch seems dangerously rude. The witch serves them

coffee in mismatched, brightly-colored mugs and seats himself across from them with a mug of his

own. Through the open window, a glossy black crow soars inside and perches on the back of his

chair, imperious and indifferent.

"I'm Sidney," the witch says, reaching back to stroke the crow's front with a gentle finger. "This

is Stride." There's a glint of matching humor in his eye and the bird's as he adds, "My familiar."

Witch and crow look expectantly at Zhenya.

"Very pretty," he says obligingly. "Most pretty crow I ever see before." Stride preens smugly.

"What brings you to my house?" Sidney asks, taking a sip from his mug.

"I'm Geno, this is Flower," Zhenya introduces, because they may be in Pittsburgh but expecting a

witch to know them by sight seems foolish. "Come to ask if…" He gulps nervously. "If can buy

magic from you."

Sidney's expression doesn't change, not even a flicker.

"You want to learn to do magic yourself?"

Zhenya shakes his head. "Need you to do special spell for me. Just one. Will pay you," he says

earnestly. "Anything."

"Anything?" Sidney's lips hook upwards in a smile. "That's a dangerous offer to make.

Especially to a witch."

"Is worth it."

"Everyone says that." His eyes slide between Zhenya and Flower. "What would you ask for?

Another Cup?"

"You know who we are?" Flower asks, surprise audible.



The witch just smiles. "Maybe."

"Not Cup," Zhenya answers. "Get that without cheat or magic. It's…" he hesitates. "It's for my

mama."

Sidney says, "I'm listening."

"She's sick," Zhenya explains, voice thick. "Not getting better. Doctors say is mystery, don't

know what wrong. Keep going, she die soon maybe, no one know why."

Sidney looks down, eyes and thoughts hidden. Zhenya waits, heart in his throat, heart in his

hands.

"Can you help him?" Flower asks.

When Sidney looks up again, Zhenya can read nothing in his face.

"Yes. I know how to save her."

Some gnarled, thorny knot Zhenya's been carrying around in his gut for months blooms with

hope.

The witch adds, looking to him, "Whether or not the price is worth it will be up to you."

"Anything," Zhenya promises, hands tremulous with relief. "I give you anything I have, all of it,

yours. Anything."

"Then give me your firstborn child."

Beside him, Flower hisses a breath, sharp and hurt. Zhenya, however, feels nothing. Everything

in him is frozen.

"How can you ask that?" Flower demands. "What sort of monster asks for someone's kid?"

"This is the cost," Sidney says impassively. "An equal price for the favor gained. It's your

decision to take the trade or not."

"I'm not have…" Zhenya begins numbly.

"A child yet, I know," Sidney finishes. "But the first child you claim as yours, whether by blood

or adoption, you'll give to me when I come for them. And in exchange I'll save your mom's life."

"What the fuck kinda choice is this?" Flower seethes, up in arms. "You could ask for anything,

and you ask for his first baby?"

"This is the cost," Sidney repeats. He appears unmoved, but Zhenya notices that the room is

slowly dimming, and the plants are growing darker, and the crow twitches with a dangerous

gleam in its eye.

"Flower," he bites out. "Calm down."

Flower, furious, whirls on him, but his sharp eyes swiftly pick up Zhenya's meaningful look and

the darkening tension in the room.

"Fine," he huffs, sitting back. "I still think it's shit, though."

"Noted," Sidney says blankly, and the room brightens again. He turns to Zhenya. "Well? Will



you take my offer?"

He swallows. "Have time to think?"

"Sure. You have one week to decide." Sidney pauses, head tilted as though listening. "Your

mom will die in two."

"Bastard," Flower spits out, and Sidney shrugs.

"It is what it is. Her timeline of life is outside my control." His eyes fall on Zhenya. "Unless you

take my offer." He stands, carrying his half-empty mug with him. "Come back in a week. Or

don't, your choice." The crow hops up onto his shoulder, black feathers blending in against his

hair. "Leave the way you came, please. I'll know if you don't." And then he turns and goes,

disappearing deeper into the house.

Flower makes a noise of disgust. "Let's get out of this place," he says, and Zhenya nods.

He looks down at his mug of coffee. It's untouched, which might be ruder than refusing it in the

first place would've been. He hurriedly gulps it down. The coffee is dead cold, even though not

enough time has passed for it to have cooled much at all, let alone so completely.

They leave the witch's house by the path they entered, and when the gate quietly clangs shut

behind them, Zhenya sees a black crow watching them through the trees.



Zhenya spends the next days seeking out other witches, to see if there is another deal he can make

—surely there is a witch out there with a thing for money instead of stealing babies—but he finds

nothing. The few places around Pittsburgh he once was certain were witch-houses now are empty

lots, or normal homes, never where he remembered. He knows it's no coincidence.

So Zhenya is faced with an impossible decision, but in the end it's no decision at all. His mama is

dying and no one knows why, but he has in his power a way to fix it. He'll just have to make sure

she never finds out what he sold to save her.

A day before the week is up, Flower gives him a look that says he knows his intentions.

"Want me to come again?" he asks, and Zhenya shakes his head.

"Do this alone."

"'Kay." He bumps Zhenya's shoulder, eyes somber. "Hey—we'll find a way around this, all

right? Don't worry. We'll figure something out. You're not gonna have to give up your future

kid, we won't let that happen."

Zhenya nods but doesn't really believe it. Trying to cross a witch and renege on a deal sounds like

the stupidest thing he's ever heard. He doubts he'll be so lucky as to be just turned into a

sunflower for a couple of days if he tries.

Sidney's house is right where he remembers leaving it, at least. The trees are the same, lofty and

thick and sheltering, and the garden is the same, growing where no natural garden should want to.

He picks his way down the path, watching for cats or crows, and arrives at the front steps

unmolested. Uncertain, with anxiety an ever-present clench in his gut, he shifts from foot to foot.

Is he supposed to knock? He should knock.



"You came back," a voice behind him says, inflectionless. He whirls around to find Sidney, again

barefoot and in sweats, watching him. Stride, the crow familiar, is nowhere to be seen.

"Yes," he answers, carefully calming his nervous breathing. "Want to talk about offer."

Sidney nods. "Then follow me."

They end up in the kitchen again, Zhenya with a mug in front of him. It's tea this time, a blend he

usually has to bring from Russia because nowhere in Pittsburgh carries it. He eyes it suspiciously

and, after a moment, takes an appreciative gulp.

Instead he turns his suspicion on the witch.

"You tell other witches to hide from me? So I only deal with you?"

Sidney, seated opposite him, takes a sip from his own mug. "No," he says blandly, and Zhenya

doesn't believe him. How else to explain the sudden, inexplicable dearth of witches? Always

expect trickery from a witch; every child knows this.

"You're going to take my offer?"

Trickery or not, Zhenya's choices are what they are. He looks to his hands, wrapped around his

mug.

"Maybe. Have questions first, though, before agree to anything."

"Okay."

Zhenya looks up, studying the witch's expression carefully. "Why you ask for baby?"

"This is the cost."

He rolls his eyes. "Yes, know, you say so before. But what you do with baby once you have?

They'll be—" He swallows. "They'll be safe?"

"They'll be safe," Sidney says, tone neutral but eyes unexpectedly soft. "They won't be hurt."

"Promise? Can make that part of deal?"

"Yes."

Zhenya is surprised by the readily agreed-to promise, and he isn't sure he believes him. Everyone

knows why witches ask for firstborn children—well, maybe they don't know the specifics. But

firstborns have magical significance; there are enough horror stories of children being sacrificed

for a spell or potion to know it's never anything good. Why else would a witch want a baby but

for dark magic?

"And if I'm never have baby or adopt? Never have kids. This make trouble with you?"

"No," the witch says slowly. "I won't…punish you or anything if you never have kids." He

pauses, looking off-balance for the first time since Zhenya met him. "Do you…not want to have

kids ever?"

Zhenya shrugs, dismissive. "Not think about much," he lies. "Maybe one day. Maybe never.

Not big thing I want a lot, you know?"

"Oh." Sidney bites his lip, humanly uncertain, and Zhenya finds a certain vicious pleasure in



temporarily gaining the upper hand. Not that it wins him anything, in the end. "Well. This is the

cost, and the cost doesn't change. Your firstborn child, if and when you have one, will come to

me." He seems to be regaining his equilibrium as he speaks, and Zhenya tries to keep his

expression from souring. "And in exchange I'll save your mom's life. These are the terms. Do

you agree?"

Zhenya sends a heart-sore apology to the future child he'll now never let himself conceive, thinks

of his mama's waning face, and says the damning words: "Yes, agree."

Sidney leans across the table, eyes brighter than Zhenya's ever seen them, and extends a hand.

Perhaps it shouldn't be so surprising that a witch's deal is sealed like any other, but Zhenya was

expecting something a little less mundane.

He takes Sidney's hand, shakes it once, and when he tries to pull away, Sidney doesn't let go.

Sidney's eyes aren't just bright—they're glowing. And the room, he realizes, is darkening, like all

its light is being stolen into Sidney's unearthly gaze.

Something snakes loosely around his right wrist, and in the gloom he can just make out a thin,

darkly green vine twining around and around.

"Don't worry," Sidney says as Zhenya takes a shuddering breath and his heart pounds faster and

faster. His hand is cool and dry in Zhenya's. "It's just my magic marking the agreement."

"Will leave mark?"

"Not one your eyes can see."

Zhenya's wrist itches and tingles, but when the vine slides away it looks the same as ever. Sidney

releases his hand with a thin smile, eyes returned to normal. The room brightens again.

"It's done," he says quietly.

"My mama?" Zhenya asks, wringing his wrist with his other hand. A tingle lingers.

Sidney whistles, low and sharp, and Stride swoops in through the windows. In his beak is clasped

a small, cloth pouch.

The crow drops the pouch on the table in front of Zhenya, then sweeps around to land atop

Sidney's shoulder. He stares at Zhenya with beady, intelligent eyes.

"That's yours," Sidney says, gesturing to the pouch. "Don't open it. Put it under your mom's

pillow for three nights while she sleeps, and after the third night burn it and bury the ashes."

Dubious, Zhenya plucks the little pouch up. It isn't very heavy at all and feels like it's filled with

leaves.

"And this cure her?"

"If you follow those instructions, yes."

Zhenya nods, pockets it, and drains the rest of his tea.

"Thank you," he says, rising. "For help." He says nothing of his anger and heartbreak for the

price of the help, because it's still not smart to offend a witch, even one you've already sealed a

deal with. He's made his choice, and it'll save his mama.



The witch blinks, and nods, and says nothing. So with a parting nod to him and the crow familiar,

Zhenya leaves the shadowed house.

In the days following, he performs Sidney's orders exactly. He tells his mama and papa—who've

been staying with him in Pittsburgh for the past months as his mama's health deteriorated—

nothing about what he's done. He sneaks the pouch under her pillow three nights in a row. After

the third night, with a desperate, hopeful knot in his throat, he burns it and buries the ashes among

the trees in the backyard.

When he returns inside, his mama is sitting at the kitchen, looking fuller with color than she's

looked for ages. His papa hovers nearby, trying and failing to look like he's not actually hovering.

"Mama?" Zhenya says cautiously.

"Are you going to scold me too?" she asks with fond exasperation. "I'm feeling so much better

today, I thought I'd try getting up for a while. I know my limits," she adds wryly, "unlike certain

impatient boys I could mention."

"Mama." He stumbles over the word, overcome with hope, and swoops her up into an embrace.

She gives a huff and a surprised chuckle.

"Maybe now you'll stop oozing around with those terrible sad eyes as though I'm on my deathbed,

hm?"

Zhenya thinks of the witch's words, of how close she was to leaving him, and says nothing. He

just hugs her tighter.

His mama gets better and better, until the day the ache in her chest is permanently gone, and she

can breathe without her lungs creaking. Zhenya unashamedly cries with joy when the doctors

give her a clean bill of health.

The very next day, he returns to the witch's house bearing a cake he baked from his mama's

recipes. But the gate is locked, and he's not stupid enough to hop a witch's fence. He leaves the

cake at the gate, and he hears a crow's caw as he leaves.



A year passes. He stays a Penguin, his mama lives, his parents eventually head back to Russia,

and he never sleeps with anyone without birth control measures in place. He stops looking so

hard for someone to spend his life with and build a family with. His mama's alive, and that's

enough for now.

Then one morning in November, Zhenya and his team spill into the locker room after a hard

practice and find Sidney perched by Zhenya's stall, waiting. Enough otherness clings to him,

despite being dressed in normal clothes with no familiar in sight, that the guys all stumble to a stop

and crowd near the entry, unwilling to go further in. There's just something about witches, and

Sidney's no different. A darkness lingers around him—not evil, not malice, or anything like that.

Just darkness. An unknown, something the mind turns away from.

"Hey, man," Kuni says equably, but eyeing him with a belying wariness. "I don't think you're

supposed to be in here right now. You better go, eh?"

Sidney doesn't speak, and he doesn't move his eyes from Zhenya's, meeting across the heads of

his teammates. Zhenya swallows, chilled.

Flower abruptly pushes his way to the front of the pack and marches right up to Sidney, unafraid.
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